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Introduction 

In a previous Media Blog series, we provided several examples of sophisticated workflows 
using AWS Media Services. In this post, I demonstrate a workflow that delivers a basic HLS 
livestream with resiliency for high-visibility events. 

Workflow overview 

This workflow uses multiple levels of redundancy to eliminate several single points of failure that might 
take a livestream “off the air,” and allows either automatic or near-automatic recovery by the end-user 
device to restore playback. The self-healing nature of AWS Media Services also means that once a 
problem in the workflow is resolved, full redundancy is restored. 

In this example, a contribution feed is delivered redundantly to two AWS Elemental MediaConnect flows 
in each of two Regions. AWS Elemental MediaLive encodes the feeds in two Availability Zones, 
delivering the HLS output to an AWS Elemental MediaStore container in each Region. Finally, the 
Amazon CloudFront distribution uses an origin failover group to allow the secondary Region to pick up 
the traffic if there is a loss of stream in the primary Region. Using a combination of epoch locking in 
MediaLive and properly configured failover settings in CloudFront, we can provide a low or no-impact 
failover experience for the end user. 

This workflow leverages four sources of redundancy/resiliency: 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/media/part1-how-to-set-up-a-resilient-end-to-end-live-workflow/
https://aws.amazon.com/media-services/
https://aws.amazon.com/mediaconnect/
https://aws.amazon.com/medialive/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure/regions_az/
https://aws.amazon.com/mediastore/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront/
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1. Source feed redundancy

For high visibility events, investing in a second source feed is the first step to ensuring a resilient 
workflow. To get the best result, the two feeds should feature embedded timecode, aligned with 
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC time zone). The timecode is used by MediaLive to keep the 
redundant pipelines/channels synchronized so failover can happen cleanly. Each feed should be 
delivered to a separate contribution encoder (using AWS Elemental Live, for example) where it can be 
prepared for delivery to the cloud services.  

Choose encoding parameters that give the same or better quality you want to deliver to your end 
viewers. Keep in mind any limitations on bandwidth from your location, since you are sending four 
copies of the contribution stream plus any overhead. When you create your contribution outputs, make 
sure to also include the embedded timecode on the output (in AWS Elemental Live, this is done in the 
advanced section of the output stream configuration). If you are unable to obtain embedded timecode 
from your source (production feed), you can configure AWS Elemental Live to use its system clock as a 
timecode source. This works reasonably well provided both encoders are reliably synchronized to a 
good NTP time source. 

2. Robust contribution

Getting your signal from the ground to the cloud in perfect condition requires the right amount of 
bandwidth, consistent latency, and error-free performance. In addition, a robust network protocol that 
can detect and correct packet loss or corruption makes a significant difference in the quality of your 
output. Where practical, using AWS Direct Connect between venue and the cloud is a great way to 
ensure you have the bandwidth you need, even when every attendee at the event is on the same Wi-Fi. 
Using Direct Connect also makes it possible for the contribution feed to terminate inside an Amazon 
Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), keeping your contribution workflow off public IP space. Using the Reliable 
TS output group from Elemental Live for delivery to MediaConnect ensures an efficient and robust 
transmission path from ground to cloud. MediaConnect transports the content to MediaLive for 
encoding the HLS rendition ladder of resolutions and bitrates suitable for a variety of devices and 
network conditions. 

3. Availability Zone redundancy

Building Availability Zone redundancy into your workflow is straightforward, as the AWS Media Services 
were designed with this in mind. Two MediaConnect flows (in separate Availability Zones) feed a single 
MediaLive input and channel. The MediaConnect specific input type in MediaLive ensures the 
MediaLive pipelines are aligned with the MediaConnect flows, so an outage affecting one AZ cannot 
impact both pipelines. The two MediaLive pipelines are sent to MediaStore, which serves as the origin 
for the downstream CloudFront distribution servicing client requests. 

4. Regional redundancy

By taking advantage of epoch locking in MediaLive, it is possible to also provide resiliency across AWS 
Regions when using a combination of MediaStore and CloudFront, using origin failover capabilities.  

• Epoch locking: MediaLive supports two modes of output synchronization for HLS output groups.
o Pipeline locking (the default) aligns the two pipelines in a standard-class MediaLive

channel so that they maintain the same media segment cadence. This allows the two
pipelines’ outputs to be essentially interchangeable. Pipeline locking requires embedded

https://aws.amazon.com/elemental-live/
https://aws.amazon.com/directconnect/
https://aws.amazon.com/vpc
https://aws.amazon.com/vpc
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timecode in order to give the two pipelines a common reference timestamp. 
o Epoch locking aligns each pipeline with a theoretical encoder that has been running 

since the Unix epoch (00:00:00 on 1-Jan-1970). This allows any number of pipelines or 
channels to be aligned to a common reference. For epoch locking to work, the 
embedded timecode must be referenced to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC time 
zone). 
 

• HLS redundant manifest: This option in the HLS output group allows two pipelines in a channel 
to each reference the other’s outputs in their top-level manifest file. As a result, the player 
receives two possible sources for each bitrate and resolution. Should a problem develop with 
one output, the player simply switches to the other rendition (created by the other pipeline) for 
an in-Region failover. 

• MediaStore transient data policy: Creating a transient data policy against rendition manifest files 
ensures that stale manifests are deleted before players stall out, allowing CloudFront to fail over 
to another origin (see next item). 

• CloudFront Origin group: By creating an origin group in CloudFront, it is possible to 
automatically retry requests against a second origin. By setting appropriate timeout values for 
origin behavior, an effective failover mechanism can be constructed. 
 

Get started 
 
For this example, we assume that the source SDI feed has already been made available for the two 
Elemental Live encoders located at the event premises. We selected the us-east-1 and us-west-2 
Regions for hosting the workflow, but any Region that offers all the required services would work. To 
ensure that both Regions are configured identically, we suggest opening two browser tabs to the AWS 
Management Console, one in each Region. 
 

Step 1: Create MediaStore origins  
 
In each Region, navigate to the MediaStore Console. Choose Create container and give each 
Region’s container a meaningful name. Note it takes several minutes for the container to become active 
and ready to use. 
 
Next, establish the relevant container access policies to allow access for playback (the default container 
policy already allows MediaLive to write content to MediaStore). The following policy only allows access 
with a defined user-agent, in order to ensure requests are routed to the CloudFront distribution: 

{ 
  "Version": "2012-10-17", 
  "Statement": [ 
    { 
      "Sid": "MediaStoreFullAccess", 
      "Effect": "Allow", 
      "Principal": { 
        "AWS": "arn:aws:iam::000011112222:root" 
      }, 
      "Action": "mediastore:*", 
      "Resource": "arn:aws:mediastore:us-west-2:000011112222:container/demowest/*", 
      "Condition": { 
        "Bool": { 
          "aws:SecureTransport": "true" 
        } 
      } 
    }, 
    { 

https://aws.amazon.com/console/
https://aws.amazon.com/console/
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      "Sid": "PublicReadOverHttpOrHttps", 
      "Effect": "Allow", 
      "Principal": "*", 
      "Action": [ 
        "mediastore:GetObject", 
        "mediastore:DescribeObject" 
      ], 
      "Resource": "arn:aws:mediastore:us-west-2:000011112222:container/demowest/*", 
      "Condition": { 
        "StringLike": { 
          "aws:UserAgent": "SuperSecretAgent" 
        }, 
        "Bool": { 
          "aws:SecureTransport": "true" 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  ] 
} 

 
To ensure that players don’t stall on a stale manifest, create an object lifecycle policy to delete rendition 
manifest files that have not been updated. We recommend deleting manifests older than 1.8x the 
duration manifest. For a 6-second manifest, we use a value of 10 seconds: 
 

{ 
  "rules": [ 
    { 
      "definition": { 
        "path": [ 
          { 
            "wildcard": "demo/primary_*.m3u8" 
          }, 
          { 
            "wildcard": "demo/backup_*.m3u8" 
          } 
        ], 
        "seconds_since_create": [ 
          { 
            "numeric": [ 
              ">", 
              10 
            ] 
          } 
        ] 
      }, 
      "action": "EXPIRE" 
    } 
  ] 
} 
 

Note: a cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) policy is required if you plan to host the live stream in a 
website. See https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/live-
streaming.html for details on setting up a CORS policy. 
 
Make a note of the data endpoint URL for each container as you need them for the MediaLive channel 
configuration. 
 

Step 2: Create MediaConnect flows  
 
Each Region requires two MediaConnect flows to deliver the program to the MediaLive channels. Be 
sure to create the MediaConnect flows in different Availability Zones. If you plan to use the Reliable TS 
delivery method from the contribution encoder, choose Zixi Push as the input type. Make a note of the 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/userguide/cors.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/live-streaming.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/live-streaming.html
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MediaConnect flow ARNs as you need them to define the input to MediaLive. 
 

Step 3: Create MediaLive channels  
 
In each Region create a MediaLive channel as follows: 

a) First, choose Inputs from the left-hand menu, and then create an input using the 
MediaConnect input type: 

 
 
b) Once the input is created, move on to creating the channel. MediaLive provides several channel 

templates to simplify this process. In this case, the Live event - HLS template is a good starting 
point. Make sure to choose the IAM role and give the channel a meaningful name. On the 
General settings portion of the channel configuration, choose Global Configuration, turn on 
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Enable Global configuration, and choose EPOCH_LOCKING for the Output Locking 

Mode.  
c) Under Input attachments, choose the add button, and select your MediaConnect input from the 

drop-down. Choose Confirm.  
d) Under Output groups, choose HD (HLS). The details of the output group appear on the right. For 

the destination URLs, get the data endpoint for your MediaStore container in the Region and 
copy everything after the https:// prefix. In the destination URL fields, put in a prefix of 
mediastoressl:// and the hostname info you just copied from MediaStore, followed by a channel 
identifying path element, and a unique base name for the A and B destinations:

https://prefix
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e) Under CDN settings, choose HLS media store. 
f) Scroll down to the HLS settings panel, and under Input Loss Action, choose 

PAUSE_OUTPUT. This ensures that if there is an input loss the affected pipeline doesn’t emit 
segments containing blank frames. 

g) Under Manifests and Segments, set Redundant Manifest to ENABLED. 
h) Check to confirm that the output settings are appropriate for your source material. In particular, it 

is important to confirm that the frame rates are set correctly. Epoch locking won’t work if there is 
a complex frame rate conversion taking place (for example, a 29.97-fps input to a 30.00-fps 
output). The template assumes 30.00 fps, so make changes to the outputs if your source is 
different (alternatively, you could change the contribution encoder’s output to conform to the 
30.00 expected by MediaLive). 

i) Create the channel. Once the channel reaches idle state, choose Download Custom template 
from channel actions. You can use this template to set up your channel in your other Region. 

j) In the second Region, create the MediaConnect flows and MediaLive input as before. When you 
create the MediaLive channel, use the Select custom template button and upload your 
template previously created. Attach the correct input to the new channel. For the HLS 
destination URL, change only the hostname portion of the URL to match the data endpoint of 
the MediaStore container in this Region. It’s important that the path and base file name are the 
same in both Regions. 
 

Step 4: Test MediaLive channels  
 

a) Start the MediaConnect flows first, then the contribution encoders. On the MediaConnect 
detail page, you should see the source health change to Connected after a minute or so, 
and the source health metrics should start appearing. 

b) Start the MediaLive channels. Once the channels are in RUNNING state, check the contents 
of the MediaStore containers. Confirm that the segment .ts files are not being numbered 
starting at 00001.ts but rather with a much larger number (this number represents the 
number of segments that would exist since 00:00:00 on 1 January, 1970). If this is the case, 
it implies epoch locking is working as desired. If it is not, confirm you are sending embedded 
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timecode in UTC from the contribution encoder. Another location to verify the input 
timecode is in the MediaLive as-run log group: 
{"timestamp": "2020-10-27T23:32:13.403259", "as_run_type": "initial_timecode", "timecode": 
"23:32:06:00", "input_id": "demo-east", "date": "2020-10-27 (tz=0)", "output_name": 
"output_7"} 
Note that the initial timecode is close to the timestamp value, meaning MediaLive is 
receiving usable UTC timecode. 
 

Step 5: Create static manifests  
 

By default, MediaLive removes renditions that are paused (for instance due to input loss) from the main 
HLS manifest. This is desirable in a single-Region configuration because it ensures the player doesn’t 
try to access a rendition manifest that is no longer present. For Regional failovers, we actually do want 
to trigger that condition in order to have the origin failover occur. You can accomplish this by creating a 
static version of the main manifest for the channel under a different file name. The various renditions 
listed within still have their original names (primary and backup in our example), and since both Regions 
have the same naming convention, if a request results in a 404 response from the primary origin, 
CloudFront retries the operation in the backup origin. You can copy a version of the manifest from either 
Region and put the same file in both containers: 

a) Open the MediaStore console in your primary Region. Choose the container being used by the 
channel. Navigate the path structure, if any (we used demo/ as a path in the example), and find 
the file named primary.m3u8 (you can also use the AWS CLI to download the file, if you prefer 
that method). 

b) Open the file in a text editor and confirm it lists all the renditions for both pipelines:

 
c) Rename the file from primary.m3u8 to index.m3u8  
d) While still in the demo path element, choose Upload object and then choose the new 

index.m3u8 file. 
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e) Choose Upload to send the file to MediaStore. 
f) Switch Regions in the Console to your backup Region. Again, navigate to the container and path 

structure where the MediaLive channel is outputting, and upload the same index.m3u8 file to 
this container. 

g) Important: Since this manifest is a static object, if you make changes to the channel 
configuration (number of outputs, codecs, bitrates, resolution, frame rate, etc.) you must create 
a new static manifest by repeating these steps. 
 

Step 6: Configure CloudFront  
 

a) Open the CloudFront console and choose Create Distribution. Choose the Get Started button 
under Web distribution. The create distribution page appears. 

b) Click in the Origin Domain Name box to expand the drop-down. Scroll to find the MediaStore 
container listing and choose your primary MediaStore container. 

c) Optionally, enter the path component of the HLS destination in the Origin Path field. If you do 
not include the path component here, it has to be specified on the incoming request, but it is 
possible to have multiple live streams hosted on the same distribution (each with a unique path). 

d) Under Origin Protocol Policy, choose HTTPS only. We set the container policy to require 
secure transport. 

e) Consider changing the defined timeout values to get a faster failover between origins. 
f) Under Origin Custom Headers, add the custom user-agent specified in the MediaStore access 

policy as shown here (note the difference in header name versus the MediaStore configuration)

 
g) Under Default Cache Behavior Settings, choose Redirect HTTP to HTTPS, Use legacy cache 

settings, and Use Origin Cache Headers. Also set any custom certificate and any other 
settings required for your use case. 

h) Choose Create Distribution. Then, from the distribution listing, choose the new distribution. 
i) Choose the Origin tab, and create a second origin. Under Origin Domain Name, select your 

alternate MediaStore container. Copy all the other origin settings (HTTP redirection, custom 
headers, etc.) you used for your primary container. Create the new origin. 

j) Now choose Create Origin Group. From the drop-down, add the two origins you created 
previously. Check that they are listed in the desired order (top origin primary, bottom origin 
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secondary). Check all of the Failover criteria boxes, and choose Create. Allow 
approximately 20 minutes for the distribution to deploy. 
 

Step 7: Test failover  
 

a) Start your MediaConnect flows in both Regions. 
b) Start your contribution encoder(s). 
c) Start your MediaLive channels. 
d) Once the MediaLive channels are in Running state and you have confirmed there are no active 

alerts on either channel, point your HLS player of choice at the Distribution: 
https://<distribution-hostname>/demo/index.m3u8 
Confirm that playback is working as expected. 

e) To test failover, you can try pausing one or both MediaLive pipelines using the channel 
schedule. You can also pause one of your contribution encoder(s) outputs to confirm proper 
failover on input loss. In each case, the player should continue to work. Stopping the MediaLive 
channel(s) (as opposed to pausing the pipelines) causes the #EXT-X-ENDLIST tag to be written 
to the rendition manifests, which causes many players to stop. 
 
How does this work? There are different failover paths depending on the nature of the trigger: 
 
1. Source loss, primary Region/primary pipeline 

n CloudFront 404s on the GET of either the next segment or the rendition manifest, 
and retry from the secondary Region/origin. Thanks to epoch locking this should be a 
seamless failover for the player. CloudFront continues to try the primary Region first, 
effectively making fail-back automatic. 
 

2. Source loss, both Regions, primary pipeline 
n CloudFront 404s as in example 1, but then also 404s on the secondary Region. 

Player receives a 404 from CloudFront and switch renditions as needed. The 
rendition switch is “sticky” unless the player needs to switch to a higher/lower 
rendition due to network conditions. 

3. Failure of origin in primary Region 
n CloudFront failovers to the secondary Region. Should be a seamless failover for the 

player. When the primary Region’s origin returns, fail-back is automatic. 
 

Clean up  
 

To avoid additional charges on your account, it’s important to clean up any resources used. 
 
n Stop the contribution encoder(s) that are sending live video to MediaConnect. 
n From the MediaLive console in each Region, choose the channel and then choose Stop. 
n From the MediaConnect console in each Region, choose the first MediaConnect flow, and 

choose Stop. Repeat for the second MediaConnect flow. 
n From the CloudFront console, choose the distribution you created, and choose Disable. This 

takes several minutes to complete. Once the status changes from In Progress, choose 
Delete. 

n From the MediaStore console in the primary Region, choose the radio button next to the 
MediaStore container used for the test, and then choose Empty. A confirmation box 
appears, requiring you to type the name of the container in to confirm the action.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/live-streaming.html
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n Once the emptying process completes, confirm that the correct container is still selected, 

then choose Delete. 
n Repeat these steps to empty and delete the container in the backup Region. 
n From the MediaLive console in the primary Region, choose the test channel, and then 

choose Delete channel from the Channel Actions drop-down. 
n Choose Inputs from the left-hand panel. Choose the MediaConnect input created for the 

channel you just deleted, and then choose Delete. 
n Repeat these steps to delete the MediaLive channel and input in the backup Region. 
n From the MediaConnect console in the primary Region, choose the first MediaConnect flow 

you stopped earlier, and choose Delete. Repeat for the second flow. 
n Repeat these steps in the MediaConnect console in the backup Region. 

 




